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Hippo and his dresses
Personal project for a children's illustration album
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Aladdin’s classic tale
Fictitious order: Cover and design of two interior pages.
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March 2020
Personal project for a children's illustration album
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Hansel and Gretel
Personal project for a children's illustration album
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Character design
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Calendar 2024
Illustrations of classic fairy tales for the original 2024 calendar
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Text book
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Text book
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Didactic book
Didactic book for kids to enjoy and learn at the Moco Museum
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Black&White 
Cover design and black and white inside pages for a first reading book
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Inside pages fictional story
Design of two doubles for a fictitious story for the short animation “Malas

Hierbas” as a Animation 3D LaSalle’s final year project 

Cover page Mil  Dimonis magazine
Client: APLEC (Associació per l'Ensenyament del Català)  
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Short story
Short story with five illustrations sumitted to

Iberoamérica Ilustra contest.
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Sant Jordi collection



Hello! My name is Cris, nice to meet you! 🌸 

I'm a children's illustrator, I'm 25 years old and I live in Catalonia. After graduating
as a Primary school teacher at UdG, I've dedicated two years to study Children's

book illustration at Escola Joso BCN. Although I love teaching, I want to focus
exclusively and fully to the world of editorial illustration.

I mostly work digitally (Procreate), but as I also love doing things the traditional way,
I tend to combine various techniques (gouache, watercolour, coloured pencils...).
My actual style it's a mix of western chilldren's cartoons with a Disney's influence,
all of that paired with lots of colours, lights and textures! Oh, and doing all of this

left-handedly, being part of the 10% of the population! �

Professionally, I'm focusing more on illustrated albums, text books and children's
book illustrations in general, but I would also like to work on projects of book covers,

board games, etc!

I take all projects with a lot of energy and passion✨
I pour myself into every single stroke!

@arakrisdraw

Contact

cristinaarazo28@gmail.com

www. crisarazo.com

682914835


